The Centre for Feminist Research, in collaboration with The Graduate Program in Gender, Feminist and Women's Studies, Presents:

STATE SURVEILLANCE, MUSLIM SUBJECTS AND ISLAMOPHOBIA

symposium

109 ATKINSON @ YORK / THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5, 2019

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

10am–12pm  ‘Meek’, ‘Mother’, ‘Monster’: Sur(veil)ling Muslim Women by Dr. Nisha Kapoor

Graduate Program in Gender, Feminist and Women's Studies Annual Lecture

12–1pm  Catered Lunch

1–3.30pm  Dr. Jasmin Zine, Khadija Cajee and Hawa Mire Panel Discussion and Q&A

About the symposium

How do contemporary practices of governmentality shape Islamophobia? Bringing together international and Canadian scholars, activists and emerging scholars, speakers explore the implications of British and Canadian state national security strategies for the civil liberties of Muslim subjects, and the ways these regulations shape and reinforces the discourses of Islamophobia.

Co-sponsors

York University Graduate Students' Association (YUGSA), Research Events Fund at the Dean’s Office of the Faculty of Liberal Arts & Professional Studies, and the Department of Sociology.

Click here to RSVP for the symposium. Questions? Contact juliapyr@yorku.ca.